ABSTRACT: Let P be cone Banach space E, A, K are two mappings in P, A accretive, K s k-set contraction, then fixed point index defined for mapping -A+K, some fixed point theorems are also deduced.
Now. define mapping B :P---P following
Blu-a'(T,u),ur P, T>O constant;
A is accertive.so 
Letting rov,the left rode of (2.6) is bounded, but the mght rode of (2, 6) is unbounded,a contradiction.
We Let H(t,x)=tKx, xEzfJNP,tE (O,13; It's obvious H(t,x) is uniformly continuous in x ,and H(t, ),s strict k--set contraction for each t. We show that If (xi) is sausfied, the proof is similar. We complete the proof. 
